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With a real European Oak surface, 
Oak Elegance provides a unique 
look for your home with true-to-life 
distinct knots and grain variation.

The contemporary range of colours are 
all Medium Feature Grade, which offers 
a clean yet distinctive character in every 
board and every floor. Finished with a 
high quality German lacquer and a light 
brush veneer, Oak Elegance has the 
timeless look and feel of luxury. 

COASTAL OAK

Inspired
by nature

Timber

Oak
Elegance  
190

Standard Board
Board Size

1900 x 190 x 14mm

Box

6 Boards Equivalent^ (2.166m2)

European Oak Thickness Insta Clic®

Sustainable & 
Renewable

Stable & 
Durable

Unique Knots  
& Grains

^Nested/Random lengths.



www.godfreyhirst.com

As a New Zealand manufacturer, we endorse and recognise all rights of the 
consumer under the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 (the “CGA”) and further 
agree to match any performance guarantee or warranty offered in the marketplace, 
at the time of purchase, on any product which is equivalent to ours, where that 
performance guarantee or warranty offers rights to the consumer in addition to 
those under the CGA. Product images on this flyer should only be used as a guide 
or point of reference. Actual samples should be inspected at your nearest retailer 
to confirm texture and colour before making a purchase decision. It is also noted 
colour appearance can vary depending upon the type of light under which a sample 
is viewed and light sources where the flooring is installed. ^Nested/Random lengths 
may occur. As this is a natural product, some boxes may include one ‘nested’ board 
(i.e. two boards comprising of the quoted board length). All boxes will provide the 
coverage quoted.
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